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DISCLAIMER

The MicroNFT platform supports a digitally securitized securities trading ecosystem using blockchain
technology.
It guarantees the reliability and safety of issued securities based on the distributed storage of the
block chain, and
It enables NFT (NON FUNGIBLE TOKEN) to trade between individuals.
Through this, a stable ecosystem is formed that can protect investors' assets and contribute to
revenue generation by recording the transfer of ownership and transaction history information as
transactions.

MicroNFT is a platform that enables fragmentation investment.
NFT investment is a method of investing in expensive products that are burdensome for individuals to invest
alone or in products whose prices are expected to rise due to inflation due to the popularity of the products.

01.
OVERVIEW

Multiple investors can jointly invest in a product and obtain an NFT tokenized product according to the ratio.
This will give value to the NFT and receive dividends from sales and rentals.

MicroNFT is an alternative investment platform..
Alternative investing refers to investing in all products except stocks and bonds.
Real estate and stocks, which are traditional investment markets, have exploded due to inflation or a pandemic. The importance
of capital income through alternative investment for the growth of assets is increasing.
However, with the exception of a few who can manage large-scale capital, individuals are marginalized from the investment
market.In order to attract individuals to the investment market, it is essential to grow a platform for piece investment and
alternative investment that handles a variety of products. By providing marginalized individual investors with ways to invest in a
stable real-world basis and obtain capital returns,
A new market must be created.
The Micro NFT Foundation aims to revitalize the ecosystem by inducing the participation of its members by expanding the
existing investment market through the platform solution business. By distributing rewards to ecosystem participants fairly and
transparently, we encourage the participation of additional partners and
It will bring in a variety of participants.

02.INTRODUTION
2.1 NFT Market Outlook

Through the piece investment platform, the problems of the traditional investment market can be solved. The current
investment market has high entry barriers for ordinary individuals to access. There is a problem with limited investment in
products and poor liquidity.The higher the price of stocks and real estate due to monetary inflation, the higher the
minimum investment. It becomes increasingly difficult for ordinary individuals to access
Although it has been gradually alienated from the investment market, the piece investment platform allows you to
participate in the investment market with a small amount regardless of the minimum investment unit.

Through this, it is possible to invest in new alternative investment products such as real estate, luxury goods, works of art,
and copyright in various ways, away from the existing investment products limited to deposits, real estate, and stocks. In
addition, commercial real estate or expensive art investment products, which lacked liquidity, have increased liquidity
through the sculpture investment platform, enabling smooth sale and profit after sale.Even at this moment, the investment
method of the MZ generation is evolving. What is needed is a suitable alternative investment platform. Through the growth
of a piece investment platform that covers a variety of alternative investment products,
It can encompass marginalized investors and the MZ generation rate. With stable investment returns and low entry barriers,
the sculpture investment platform will lead the investment trend and establish a new ecosystem rate.

INTRODUTION

02.

2.1 NFT INVESTMENT MARKET

The size of the rapidly growing NFT market
（ BILLION》

13.6-15.3
According to AIMA, 17% of real estate based on PEF investment in private equity in 2017;
Private debt at 13%, natural resources at 10%, and infrastructure at 8% account for the highest proportion.
According to a report by PWC, a global consulting firm, the alternative investment market, which was $7.9 trillion
(about KRW 8,900 trillion) in 2013, was In 2020, the market expanded to 15.3 trillion dollars (about 17,211 trillion won).

•

2020 YEAR

SOURCE:

PwC

Forbes, a leading American economic magazine, published five reasons why
alternative investments are popular. volatility. stock market bubble. low interest
rate environment. inflation. It is technological progress.

,

Volatility stock

Low interest

Market bubble

Inflation

Technology

02.INTRODUTION
2.2 NFT propensity
The Millennials, who grew up in contact with computers and the Internet, and Generation Z, who are familiar with
smartphones from birth.
Generation MZ also shows a different trend in investment.
According to the survey results of the “Korea Tomorrow Research Institute”, 61.4% of the MZ generation have an active
interest in investment and financial technology.
Not only domestic stocks, but also overseas stocks, virtual currency, real estate, as well as artworks, limited edition
sneakers, art, and figures are expanding the investment area.
The finance pursued by the MZ generation should be quick, simple, and highly accessible. Small investments and
diversification should be possible.
Shatech (Chanel tech), which sells expensive luxury bags, has changed to Sneaker Tech, which buys limited sneakers and
sells them back to the resell market at a higher price.
Their interest shifted rapidly from shopping to investing. They needed an investment platform they wanted. The demand
of the MZ generation has led to the frenzy of piece investment, where expensive assets are divided by 1/N to invest. It is
difficult to invest in expensive art and real estate alone, but investing in sculpture makes this possible.
As the sculpture investment platform and related technologies develop, the possibilities of alternative investment and
micro-investment instead of traditional financial products become limitless.

According to UBS's '2021 Art Market Report', more than half of the 'big hands' in the art market are the 2030 generations,
and a lot of them are gradually flowing into real estate or alternative investment destinations. Among the 250,000
collectors with assets of more than 1 million dollars (about 1.1 billion won) who purchased art, 52% are millennials, or the
MZ generation, the majority.
The proportion of online transactions in 2020 is 25%, nearly three times higher than 9% in the previous year.

INSIGHT
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3.1. Why Blockchain?

In blockchain technology, multiple validators jointly verify information created and stored in the
network. Blockchain makes it possible to record, verify, execute and store the creation and
movement of information and value without an intermediary to trust.
The blockchain is transparent because all members of the network can check the transaction
history 《TRANSPARENCY）, the data that has been verified and stored is immutable》, which
can be modified and deleted Specific branch tax
Even if an error occurs, the stability (R-JABINITY) rate that does not adversely affect the
network can be presented as a technical feature.

Blockchain commercialization

Areas with a big ripple effect

6.1%

18.7%

52.3%

75.2%

Finance and Investment

4.2%

18.7%

Electronic Certification

2.3%

12.1%

I0T

1.4%

7.0%

Content 《Games, etc.》

1.4%

Commercialization time

5.50 yrs

Distribution
service

Medical care ( insurance, etc.)

Public

Manufacturing

03>INSIGHT
3.2 Platform Advantages
A. Impossibility to tamper with data and interoperability

3.3 Team Mission
The MicroNFT Foundation intends to solve the problems of the current
investment platform through blockchain. We are developing a microNFT, an

The platform through the block chain consists of a decentralized structure. The platform
distributes and stores the EH details of each P2P company's products and investors in the
blockchain network. Trust among members can be formed through the process of
transparently distributed storage and management of investment specifications within the
platform.
Data stored on the blockchain network is permanently stored and since it is impossible for
a specific subject to arbitrarily manipulate or tamper with, the reliability of information can
be maintained.

B. Protection of Investment Return Claims

investment ecosystem, by building a sophisticatedly designed alternative
investment platform on the blockchain network..

Micro NFT is centered on a platform that connects suppliers and sellers and
consumers and investors that make up the investment ecosystem. The
platform is a user-friendly designed website and
It consists of a mobile application. Through this, an efficient ecosystem that all

Using blockchain, non-fungible tokens with unique values for individual tokens can be used.
Investment products can be tokenized through NFT (NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN). NFT is
more useful in fragment investment. Because it can prove the value of an asset according
to the investment ratio
It can offset the risk of piece investment. In addition, it can play a key role in protecting the
assets of users of digital securitization securities trading platforms as it can be guaranteed
the right to claim profits on investment products.

C. Ecosystem Transparency

Transparency of the platform ecosystem can be secured through the SMART CONTRACT
function, a contract used in the blockchain network. obligations and rights appropriate to
the role of ecosystem members
It is possible to define and distribute governance according to the contribution level.
When an investment contract is concluded within the platform, it takes effect immediately,
and the distribution according to the rate of return according to the investment contract
is moved according to the preset smart contract,
Reconciliation of duties and rights between members according to the fulfillment of
contract conditions is automatically performed.

members of the ecosystem can be satisfied with is presented as follows..

• We propose a new investment market by resolving the imbalance of investment information.
• We offer a safe investment market that is free from counterfeiting and falsification.
• Propose a profit model for all participating members through piece investment.
• Suggest ways to activate non-face-to-face investment through an online-based platform.
The MicroNFT Foundation identifies four proposals as its top priorities.
In order to successfully achieve the task, we propose microNFT, a blockchain-based piece investment
platform.

04.PLATFORM
4.1. MicroNFT principle
Micro NFT issues all investment products with investment value, such as real estate and movable property, as well as art and limited edition sneakers, as NFTs.
Blockchain-based NFTs allow investors to invest in pieces through an investment brokerage platform.

nft investors invest in microNFT token rate issued pieces, and the platform shares the profits from selling the invested
products with investors, or the profits from leasing or rental of products with investors. Investors can also buy and sell
each other through their NFT exchange.
By utilizing the blockchain technology of the MNT token issued on the microNFT platform, various transactions that
minimize risk can be made.

04.PLATFORM
4.2 How to use microNFT

It can be expanded as a platform that connects businesses, consumers, and investors.

NFT in Market Place

04.PLATFORM
Platform activation plan and plan
There are two key factors for the activation of microNFT's piece investment platform.

“The first is technology.”
Thanks to the use of blockchain technology, it boasts strong security and high stability compared to existing
P2P services. Through this, you can gain the trust of users who use investment products.

“The second is the MicroNFT Foundation, which develops the platform.”
We are composed of team members with various experiences and unique know-how in the existing P2P market.
It does not stop there, but it has the existing infrastructure and existing investor groups that have been built up
while operating existing businesses. Fragment funding for NFT products will develop a multi-platform focusing
on stability rather than high returns.
We will expand the base of airdrops and users in order to give ecosystem members an experience of piece
investment through microNFT and to increase their understanding of investment.
The expansion of the base of small investors so that they can get used to the piece investment will lead to an
increase in the value of the microNFT token.

05.

ARCHITECTURE

MicroNFT Composition
Micro NFT consists of three layers, APPLICATION LAYER, PLATFORM LAYER, and CORE LAYER.

Application Layer
The application layer is a module that is visible to the user. It implements and provides a UX/UI environment that ecosystem participants can easily and conveniently use
on the web and mobile. Users can make investments through the Application Layer and access and utilize various services of the Platform Layer such as NFT
transactions. Investors can check their assets (micro NFT Token, cash) through the asset management area, and can identify and manage investment products,
investment amount, and users at a glance.

Platform Layer
As the API environment that forms the center of investment and transaction activities, the two pillars of the microNFT platform, there are various modules in the
Platform Layer that can be used according to the nature of the activities of ecosystem members. API> supports essential services to implement the basic functions
of the platform (microNFT's existing business center) and services provided by participants.
Between the Application Layer and the Core Layer, it is possible to invest in various investment products such as Instastar Meal Voucher NFT and Real Estate NFT.
It manages transactions to be saved and acts as a mediator.

Core Layer
The Core Layer is a storage in which information related to major content and ecosystem participants is recorded. Key data required to prevent forgery and falsification and
prevent loss due to server failure are recorded in the block chain, and general data is stored in the storage. Data is input and output by smart contracts. This is necessary for
piece funding, NFT, etc.Basically, on-chain records claim information on contracts and investment returns, reputation information, trading and settlement information, and tokenrelated information.
Off-chain will store investment product information and investment vouchers. By storing the hash value of the stored record on-chain, the right to claim for profit is distributed
according to the investment information according to the smart contract or the contract.
The Management Module verifies and manages valid data according to the platform policy, supports the activities of participants, and manages the storage efficiently.

TOKEN MODEL

06.
6.1 MicroNFT (MNT) Token
microNFT

As a multi-platform token based on ERC20 / Bep 20 / Polygon, it serves as the key currency in the platform and
is a digital asset that can be used in the overall ecosystem. Tokens can be purchased on digital asset
exchanges or acquired as rewards within the platform.

-ERC20 / Bep 20 /Polygon

By holding microNFT tokens, platform ecosystem participants can secure their own right to profit on platform

- Payment in the platform

investment products. Tokens are also used to secure new investment rights, investment rights according to the

- Payment for NFT

holdings of key coins, use of platform fees, increase the number of investment participation, and raise the

- Dividend Progress

platform grade.
On the other hand, participants can be rewarded with tokens through event participation, and can exchange

- mystery box

tokens with each other through P2P transmission between participants. Participants who hold tokens will be
provided with various benefits in the ecosystem.

6.2 Token Economy
Tokens are used when applying for new investment rights.
Tokens used will be destroyed regardless of whether or not they win. It is a specialized product that allows users to participate in investment without burden and fun with a small
application fee by using tokens obtained through activities, events, and exchange purchases on the platform. Micro NFT tokens are the key currency of the platform and are used as
goods that can have priority in investment rights.

2

New investment rights are paid according to the proportion of shares held by key coins.
Users may have the right to participate in new investment products depending on the reserve currency. The profitability of piece investment is that the more microNFTs you
have, the more you can have the right to participate in certain investments.

06.

TOKEN

Token Economy
It is possible to increase the return of the piece investor.

3
4
5

Fees that were previously paid out in cash can be replaced with tokens. In most platforms, the customer is fully borne by the commission for the proceeds.
The microNFT platform can reduce customer burden and induce more investment participation by replacing fees with coins.

Grade given according to the number of investment participation & reserve currency
The higher the reserve currency, the higher the level in the platform, and the wider the choice of investment products that can be participated by each investor level.
The higher the grade, the higher the return on investment products. This can increase user holdings of microNFT coins and make the market move stably.

Event proceeds where tokens can be used.
1) Yield maximization event: Part of the total member rate of return + part of the company's profit> This is an event that doubles the rate of return to the winning
people, allowing you to invest with a higher rate of return than general investment products. Part of the profits of all members who participated in the event and
part of the company's profits are distributed to the winning members, so you can make investments with double the rate of return.

2) Proceed with an investment random box with a limit on the number of times that tokens can participate. If the return is 10% per annum when proceeding with a
general investment, an event is conducted in which the rate of return can be carried out from 9% to 20% per year when the investment random box is performed.8

6.3 Token Distribution
MicroNFT Token Issuance Plan
MNT token is a unique token of the fragment funding ecosystem and is used in various forms such as payment, fee, and staking on the platform.
◼
NAME : MNT
◼
CHAIN TYPE : ERC-20 / BEP-20 / POLYGON Multichain
◼
SUPLYMENT : 1,000,000,000 MNT
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8.DISCLAIMER
PLEASE READ THE BELOW CAREFULLY.
The information below applies to all who read this White Paper S.

(1) profits, profits, liabilities and any other form of monetary loss;

The MICRONFT white paper (hereinafter “white paper”) is prepared and provided
at the time of writing (AS IS), so any content contained in the white paper may be
changed or updated at any time at the discretion of the microNFT team, and any
content in this white paper There is no guarantee that it will not change until a
future point in time.

(2) loss of income, sales, capital reduction, debt and other losses incurred during
business transactions, business activities, and activities related to operating profits;
(3) LOSS OR DAMAGE TO DATA;
(THIS INCIDENTAL OR SPECIAL DAMAGES;
(5) wasted or lost administrative time; (other indirect or consequential damages);

If you have any doubts about the contents of this white paper, you should consult
with an accountant, lawyer or other expert before purchasing

1. The purpose of this white paper is to provide summary information and
introduction to microNFT, which is being prepared by the microNFT team. This
white paper is not legally binding on microNFT or the microNFT team, and any
phrases in the white paper do not constitute a subscription, purchase, investment
proposal or compulsion to invest.
is not worn.
In addition, this white paper does not guarantee the applicability of laws such as the
Personal Information Protection Act.

3. The microNFT team, including directors, agents, employees, contractors, and
sales partners
We are not responsible for any kind of damage.

(1) the accuracy and completeness of the contents of the contract in accordance
with the relevant white paper;

3. The content of the white paper may change depending on the ongoing microNFT
content, market changes, technological development, and changes in ICO or token
regulations. However, the microNFT team will later
We disclaim any obligation to notify or report any changes to the events, platforms,
future plans, estimates, or changes within the limits of error.

4. Please note that the information in this white paper on fields such as law, taxation,
regulation, finance, and accounting is not advice. MICRONFT TOKEN 《hereinafter
referred to as “the purchase of MNT may result in material loss to the purchaser,
including the material assets paid for the purchase of MNT.
Prior to purchasing MNT, buyers should consider potential risks to experts in taxation,
regulation, finance, and law;
We recommend that you consult with us about your earnings and the possible
consequences of MNT trading.

5. It is entirely up to the buyer of MNT to determine whether it is legal to exchange
money abroad and to dispose of other issues such as income tax that may arise in
relation to the acquisition and disposal of MNT within their legal jurisdiction.

(2) errors or omissions in the White Paper;
(3) Unable to read the white paper due to unconfirmed reasons;
(4) Any other damages resulting from the use or non-use of the White Paper.

Further, the microNFT team shall not be held solely responsible for any of the
following, which may arise as a result of any decision-making act made using the
information contained herein, even if prior warning has been given or if such
damages are foreseeable:

6. Publication and distribution of this white paper in countries where publication and
distribution of the white paper are prohibited. The information in this white paper has
not been verified or authorized by any regulatory body, and any action inconsistent with
the law has no effect on the microNFT team. Publication • Distribution of this white
paper does not guarantee compliance with all regulations of the country in which it was
issued.

8.DISCLAIMER
3. The official data for microNFT is this white paper and is written in English.
This white paper may be translated into other languages and may be used for
oral or written communication with prospective buyers and existing buyers, and
in this process, some information may be misinterpreted or misinterpreted.

4. may be lost.
5. Therefore, please be aware that we cannot guarantee the accuracy of these
alternative communications. In the event of such inaccurate communication, the
information in this official white paper written in English shall prevail.

6.
7. 4. All white paper contents are protected by copyright. Individual sections of
the White Paper may be downloaded or printed only for personal use or for
other proprietary notices. This White Paper may not be reproduced in whole or
in part, reproduced by electronic means or otherwise, or modified, linked, or
used for public or commercial purposes without the prior written permission of
the MicroNFT Team.

